Executive
Summary

JAPAN RAMUNE

(CARBONATED SOFT DRINK)
WHAT IS RAMUNE:
The beautifully tinted, imaginatively shaped Ramune bottle, with a texture that evokes a certain feeling
of warmth… Ramune has been a beloved cultural staple since the Meiji era (the mid1800s) in Japan.
Indeed, it is impossible not to feel a nostalgic charm for its unique appearance and flavor.
Ramune is a delicious and popular carbonated soft drink from Japan. It comes in numerous flavors
The standard flavors are BLUEBERRY, MELON, PLAIN, PINEAPPLE, STRAWBERRY , and ORANGE

Ramune is one of the modern symbols of summer in Japan and is widely consumed during warm festival
days and nights. Very POPULAR in JAPAN, Ramune is widely known for the distinctive design of its bottle.
The bottle is not sealed with a bottle cap or twist cap like most soft drinks. They are made of glass and
sealed with a marble; the marble is held in place by the pressure of the carbonation in the drink. To open
the bottle, a device to push the marble inward is provided with the bottle. The marble is pushe d inside the
neck of the bottle where it rattles around while drinking.
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Soft Drink

JAPAN RAMUNE
Carbonated Soft Drink

Recommended for
Explanation
Ramune is one of the modern symbols of summer
drink in Japan and is widely consumed during warm
festival days and nights. Very POPULAR in JAPAN,
Ramune is widely known for the distinctive design
of its bottle. The bottle is not sealed with a bottle
cap or twist cap like most soft drinks. They are
made of glass and sealed with a marble; the marble
is held in place by the pressure of the carbonation
in the drink. To open the bottle, a device to push
the marble inward is provided with the bottle. The
marble is pushed inside the neck of the bottle
where it rattles around while drinking.

> Parties
> Pubs
> Drink Bars
> College Canteen
> Cafes

Details
> Presentation: Glass Bottle
> Packaging: 30 bottles per cartoon
> Per carton weight: 17 kgs
> Flavors: Strawberry, Melon, Plain, Blueberry, Pineapple, Orange
> Type: Food supplement.

Ingredients
> Ester
> Ketone
> Fatty Acid
> Lactone
> Higher fatty alcohols (can be removed on request)
> Ethanol (can be removed on request)
> Purified Water
> Food Coloring
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Information

JAPAN RAMUNE
What is Ramune?
The beautifully tinted, imaginatively shaped Ramune bottle, with a texture that evokes a certain feeling of
warmth… Ramune has been a beloved cultural staple since the Meiji era (the mid1800s) in Japan.
Indeed, it is impossible not to feel a nostalgic charm for its unique appearance and flavor.

So what is “Ramune”?
Ramune is a carbonated drink that has a glass marble “plug” in the mouth of the bottle. Regarding
questions concerning Ramune, in 1978, the (Fair Trade Commission) has released the following statement:
“A situation arising over the misunderstanding by the consumer regarding Ramune is unfavorable.
Therefore, the name “Ramune” refers to a carbonated beverage filled in a bottle with a glass-marble plug
(also known as a Codd-Neck Bottle). Nurtured into creation by the efforts of small businesses for nearly
150 years, one could say that Ramune is the pioneer of the Japanese soft drink.”
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Information

This History of Ramune
According to the “Japanese History of Soft Drinks”, the first time a carbonated beverage (the prototype
of the modern-day Ramune) was introduced to Japan by Commodore Perry in 1853 when he docked in
Uraga, whereupon it is said that Ramune was served all around to the Shogunate government officials
during negotiations aboard the warship.

In a legend very much in the spirit of the times when East met West, it is said that when Perry popped the
bottle cork (the precursor to the glass-marble plug), the ensuing “pop” was mistaken for gunfire and the
government officials of the Edo Shogunate who were present instantly all drew their katana swords.
Alternatively, it is said that in 1865, (Hannbee Fujise) of Nagasaki, Japan, started selling Ramune under the
name “Lemon Sui” (Lemon Water). However, this name did not catch on, and instead became “Ramune”
to the general Japanese public, who could not pronounce “lemonade”.
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Information

The Secrets of Ramune
Perhaps the most distinctive thing about Ramune is the glass marble. The first time the (Codd-Neck)
Ramune bottle with a glass-marble plug was introduced to Japan was 1888, and until then, cork plugs were
used instead of marbles.

So then, exactly how does the marble plug the bottle? By filling the bottle with the Ramune solution and
carbonation while the marble is in a depressed state and then quickly flipping it upside down, the pressure
of the carbonation contained within the bottle causes the marble to push into the mouth of the bottle.
There upon, the rubbering at the mouth of the bottle acts as a gasket, and the marble then creates an
airtight seal. (Of course, this is manufactured using machines for Ramune production.)
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Flavors

Flavor

Product

Flavor

Plain

Strawberry

Melon

Orange

Pineapple

Product

Blueberry
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Active Ingredients
Ester
Ketone
Fatty Acid
Lactone
Higher fatty alcohols (can be
removed on request)
Ethanol (can be removed on
request)
Purified Water
Food Coloring
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Different
Options

Ramune: Different Options

Domestic Brand
Japan Domestic Brand Japan
(with ENGLISH sticker)
MOQ: Total 33,000 bottles
MIX ORDER
(Mix of

5 flavors i.e. Blueberry,
Melon, Plain, Strawberry and
Pineapple. You may choose any
combination of qty.)

MOQ: Total 33,000 bottles
MIX ORDER
(Mix of 5 flavors i.e. Blueberry,
Melon, Plain, Strawberry and
Pineapple. You may choose any
combination of qty.)

Private Brand
MOQ: 33,000 bottles
per flavor
---
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OEM Details

OEM

DETAILS

Packaging

Japan Domestic Brand

Ideal MOQ
Price
Ideal qty. for Sample Order
Standard Retail Pack
Samples
Standard Certificates
Flavors
Type
Brand
Shelf Life
Origin

33,000 bottles (mix of five flavors)
On request
1 bottle (200ml) each flavor
200ml bottle (30 bottles per carton)
Available
Packaging Details, COA, COO, Free Sale Certificate
Blueberry, Melon, Plain, Strawberry Pineapple and Orange
Drink
Japan Domestic Brand
18 Months
Made In Japan

Packaging

Japan Domestic Brand (with English sticker)

Ideal MOQ
Price
Ideal qty. for Sample Order
Standard Retail Pack
Samples
Standard Certificates
Flavors
Type
Brand
Shelf Life
Origin

Total 33,000 bottles (mix of five flavors)
On request
1 bottle (200ml) each flavor
200ml bottle (30 bottles per carton)
Available
Packaging Details, COA, COO, Free Sale Certificate
Blueberry, Melon, Plain, Strawberry Pineapple and Orange
Drink
Japan Domestic Brand (with English sticker)
18 months
Made In Japan

Packaging

OEM / Private label

MOQ
Ideal Price
Ideal qty. for Sample Order
Standard Retail Pack
Samples
Standard Certificates
Flavors
Type
Brand
Shelf Life
Origin

33,000 bottles (per flavor)
On request
1 bottle (200ml) each flavor
200ml bottle (30 bottles per carton)
Available
Packaging Details, COA, COO, Free Sale Certificate
Blueberry, Melon, Plain, Strawberry Pineapple and Orange
Drink
OEM / Private Label
18 months
Made In Japan
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How to
Open

1.Grab your favourite Ramune

2.Remove film and cap from bottle
(Keep the cap)

3.Pop out the 'plunger' from the
cap

4.Use your palm to push down the
marble stopper

5.Enjoy !
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Recipes

RAMUNE RECIPES
Ramune and Sochu


Ramune



Shochu



Mix and enjoy !!!!!!!!!!! (Favourite drink in Japan)

Ramune Martini


1oz. Ramune (original or strawberry)



1oz. Vodka



Mix and enjoy !!!!!!!!!!!

Ramune Margarita


2 oz. Ramune Blueberry



1 oz. Tequila



Mix and enjoy !!!!!!!!!!!
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Disclaimer: “The information displayed herein has not been evaluated and/or approved in any form by the Japan
Ministry of Health, FDA and/or similar body in Japan or elsewhere. Please follow a balanced life-style, diet and
exercise for general health and wellness. None of our products is intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any
disease or condition. Consult your doctor at all times. The information provided here is for informational purposes
and we do not claim ownership thereof unless indicated otherwise”.
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